REQUEST FOR DECISION
Subject: Bear Street Woonerff design
Presented to: Council

Date: June 11, 2018

Submitted by:
Pierre-Hugues Gagnon, Engineering
Coordinator

Agenda #: 7.2

RECOMMENDATION
That council direct administration to include up to two handicapped parking stalls and zero onstreet 15-minute parking/loading stalls in the design of the Bear Street Woonerff.
BACKGROUND
Reason for Report
The concept of a Woonerff on Bear Street was first presented as a recommendation of the 2013
Transportation Master Plan. In 2015, council directed administration to implement a seasonal trial
that would transform on-street parking into pedestrian space. The project has received positive
feedback from residents, businesses and visitors. Detailed survey responses are in Attachment 1.
The Sidewalk Seating Policy has been successful since its inception in 2010. The program allows
commercial encroachment onto the public realm, in turn increasing comfort and vibrancy for the
pedestrians.
2017 survey: “Rate your overall experience or satisfaction”
1- Excellent
Residents (91) 43%
Visitors (91) 68%
Bear Street businesses (25) 40%
Non Bear Street businesses (40) 10%

2
43%
29%
20%
20%

3
13%
3%
24%
22.5%

4
1%
0%
4%
20%

5- Poor
0%
0%
12%
27.5%

2018 is the fourth and final year of the trial. The detail design for the Bear Street Woonerff is funded
for 2018 with construction in 2019. The project scope includes a new roadway surface as well as full
reconstruction of the deep services (water, sewer and storm).
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Current summer conditions

Woonerff concept
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Example of shared street: Stephen Avenue Walk, Calgary
Fully pedestrianised 6am to 6pm.
Shared from 6pm to 6am.
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Example of shared street: Argyle Street, Halifax

Argyle Street businesses receive deliveries on street. Therefore, 15 minute loading zones were
incorporated into the design in response to commercial needs. In the case of Bear Street, the
adjacent alleyway system has been developed in order to accommodate commercial loading.
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Summary of Issue
As a next step in the design & construction process, administration will issue a Request for
Proposals (RFP) to design groups, asking for schematic designs to meet a set of performance
requirements that will be specified in the document. Administration will provide, in the RFP
document, all pertinent information gathered to date including:
•
•
•

All visitor, resident and business on-street survey data
Topographic survey (showing existing grades, property lines, building frontages,
underground utilities etc.)
Findings from the trial years

The RFP will also include a design brief to articulate
• Overarching planning vision including integration with the Banff Design Guidelines
• Desired visitor and resident experience for the street
• Lighting performance requirements (per the street lighting policy)
• Number of parking stalls/loading zones required
The number of parking stalls required for the project is a key decision point that will fundamentally
affect the performance of the street. Administration is seeking direction on a required number of
parking stalls/loading zones to be provided such that:
1. Planters, bike racks, fire hydrants, seating areas and other infrastructure can be located
within the design and
2. Design change (and associated costs for such) is kept to a minimum.
The following information is intended to help guide a council decision on this matter:
Transportation data
A selection of transportation data gathered since 2013 is summarized in the following table. Key
findings include:
Since 2013:
• July and August entrance counter volumes up 31% from 1.3M to 1.7M
• Parking shortfall has reduced from 125 to 16
• Private stall occupancy in zone A (e.g. underground parkades, private off street parking) has
increased from 23% to 50% - average surplus of 158 stalls in 2017
• A combination of council-directed actions including increasing communications,
improvements to transit, increased enforcement of parking time limits has had the effect of
reducing the demand for downtown parking.
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Year

(Shortfall) or Average
Entrance Total private Private stall Private stalls
surplus in occupancy in counter total
stalls
occupancy
available
Zones ABC Zones ABC for July &
surveyed
August
downtown

2013

-125

N/A

1,285,358

N/A

N/A

N/A

2014

-80

66%

1,404,516

N/A

N/A

N/A

2015

-1

60%

1,494,158

460

23%

354

2016

62

61%

1,597,876

300

51%

147

2017

-16

64%

1,705,748

315

50%

158

Pedestrian data
• The total 2017 pedestrian volumes on Bear Street were 25% of the volumes of pedestrian on
Banff Ave
o 5.5M on the West side of Banff Avenue 200 block (Wild Bill’s Saloon)
o 1.4M on the West side of Bear Street (Lole).
Available stalls
The total available stalls on Bear street can be summarized as follows:
Bear street 200 block parking lot:
• Total stalls: 52
• Handicap: 2
Bear Street 200 Block on-street (without temporary platforms, benches, planters etc):
• Total stalls: 37
• Handicap stalls: 0
Bear Street 200 Block on-street (with temporary platforms, benches, planters etc):
• Total stalls: 21
• Handicap stalls: 0
Business survey responses
Business survey responses (in Attachment #3) show that:
• 51% of Bear Street businesses felt the temporary Woonerff affected their business positively
• 58% of Bear Street businesses felt that the Town should make the Bear Street Woonerff
permanent
• Average satisfaction with benches and planters was 4 out of 5;
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•
•

Average satisfaction with outdoor seating, bike parking, slower moving traffic and wider
sidewalks was around 3 out of 5.
Average satisfaction with vehicle parking was 2.6 out of 5.

Streetscape masterplan direction
Bear Street is considered a ‘Downtown street’ as per the streetscape master plan currently being
developed where walking and cycling are deemed to highest priorities; vehicle parking is assigned the
lowest priority.

Wolf & Caribou trial
Wolf and Caribou have a combined total of 39 stalls in their existing configuration; after the
upcoming installation of the trial then a total of 4 stalls will be provided. This is consistent with
local business feedback on required parking. A reduction from 39 stalls to 4 stalls on Wolf and
Caribou would be comparable to a reduction from 21 stalls to 2 stalls on Bear street.
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Banff Refreshing
• 110 stalls (approximately) provided prior to Banff refreshing
• Banff Avenue 100 and 200 block, currently has: 13 loading zone stalls, 1 horse stall, 2
handicap stalls, 2 police only stalls, 3 transit zones, and 1 stall used as a seasonal bike corral
• 88 stalls lost since Banff Refreshing, though of the 22 stalls available on Banff Avenue today,
13 are open to short term public parking.
Council strategic direction
Current council strategic direction is to develop policy and infrastructure change to help facilitate a
move towards sustainable transportation (facilitating walking, cycling and transit use). The
construction of a 497-car intercept parking lot by Liricon Capital is scheduled for 2019 with a shuttle
service beginning in the same year.
Transit service increases appear to be attracting additional riders with May 2018 local transit
ridership up (from same time last year) 30% vs a vehicle volume decrease of 7%.
Conclusion
In order to maximize a final design feel that will pedestrianize the streetscape, in addition to the fact
that two alley ways along both sides of Bear Street are available for loading to adjacent businesses,
and because there is a 52 stall parking lot on Bear Street in close proximity to businesses,
administration recommends that up to two handicapped parking stalls but no other on street parking
or loading areas be incorporated in the design for Bear Street Woonerff. Respecting feedback from
the local clinics, administration recommends that the handicapped stalls be located proximate to the
Bear Street Mall and the Alpine Clinic.
Response Options
1. That council direct administration to include up to two handicapped parking stalls and zero
on-street 15-minute parking/loading stalls in the design of the Bear Street Woonerff.
2. That council direct administration to include up to two handicapped parking stalls and up to
4 on-street 15-minute parking/loading stalls in the design of the Bear Street Woonerff.
3. That council direct administration to include up to two handicapped parking stalls and an
alternate number of parking/loading stalls in the design of the Bear Street Woonerff.
IMPLICATIONS OF DECISION
Budget
Funding for the design of Bear Street Woonerff is in the current budget year; the decision on
number of parking stalls will not affect the design budget. Construction budget will be informed
through the design process.
Internal Resources
The design of the Bear Street Woonerff is led by the engineering department with close
collaboration with a number of departments.
Communication
Stakeholder and public engagement is integral to the detail design. An engagement plan will be
developed to ensure businesses and residents have opportunities to help shape the final streetscape.
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In the fall of 2017, a letter from the Bear Street Family Physicians was submitted to council. The
letter requested that that council considers adding more handicapped parking within the 200 block
of Bear Street. See attachment 4.
Banff Community Plan
• Provide a transportation system that encourages and complements pedestrian movements
and cycling.
• Provide a transportation system that enhances the resident and visitor experience.
Council Strategic Priorities
According to the 2015-18 council strategic plan, a limited land base and Banff’s commitment to
being an environmental role model means we cannot build our way out of traffic congestion and
lack of parking. Our community must embrace more creative solutions to managing traffic
volumes, particularly at peak travel times. We will provide a multi-modal transportation system that
is economically and environmentally sustainable and that enhances the lives of residents and the
experience of visitors.
ATTACHMENTS
1. Resident, Business and Visitor survey responses
2. Bear Street Family Physicians letter, November 9, 2017
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